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Before the Fall by Noah Hawley  

An unflinching look at the impact of a disaster, this intricately plotted thriller opens with a plane crash that has only 2 

survivors—a child and the man who saves him. The pace intensifies as the crash investigation reveals odd coincidences 

and a possible conspiracy. 

 

Crosstalk by Connie Willis  

It’s the near future in this fast and funny blend of screwball romantic comedy and science fiction. Briddey undergoes a 

procedure to telepathically read the emotions of her near-perfect boyfriend, but she ends up connected to the wrong 

guy. An engaging and thought-provoking satire. 

 

Dark Matter by Blake Crouch  

In this moody, compelling thriller, Jason is an ordinary guy—husband, dad, physics professor—until he’s attacked and 

wakens in different reality, where he has invented a device that can transport the user to a parallel universe. Now he 

just wants to get home. 

 

A Gentleman in Moscow by Amor Towles  WINNER 2017 TOUNAMENT OF BOOKS  

The charming Count Alexander Rostov, an unrepentant aristocrat, is sentenced by the Bolsheviks to a lifetime of house 

arrest in Moscow's Metropol Hotel. During 30 years of confinement, he carves a humane existence complete with 

friendships, family, and love. Lyrical and witty. 

 

Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi  

Beginning in 18th century Ghana, this sweeping family saga tells the stories of two half-sisters and their descendants, 

through seven generations of character portraits. One sister, Effia, marries an Englishman, and the other, Esi, is sold into 

slavery. Issue-oriented historical fiction. 

 

I Let You Go by Clare MacIntosh  

In this gritty and suspenseful debut, two dedicated police officers try to solve a hit and run case. Meanwhile, a shattered 

woman moves to the remote Welsh coast to search for healing. Chilling plot turns and believable characters enliven this 

psychological thriller. 

 

LaRose by Louise Erdrich  

After accidentally killing his friend’s son, Landreaux Iron makes the heart-rending decision to follow ancient tradition 

and give his own son to his friend’s family. Both families reach a tenuous peace that is threatened by a vengeful 

adversary. Intense situations highlighted by lyrical prose. 

 

Lilac Girls by Martha Hall Kelly  

The lives of 3 women—a New York socialite, a Polish woman imprisoned in Ravensbruck, and a Nazi doctor—are 

entwined in this disturbing and heartbreaking historical page-turner based on actual people. Inspiring and beautiful tale 

of women’s strength and friendship. 

 

My Name Is Lucy Barton by Elizabeth Strout  

In this introspective, character-driven portrait of family dysfunction, Lucy Barton, a writer and mother, is recovering 

from surgical complications when her mother visits for the first time in years. The spare prose of their conversations 

opens painful memories and great tenderness. 

 

The Nest by Cynthia D'Aprix Sweeney  



The best-laid plans of the Plumb siblings to spend their family inheritance go awry when one of them causes an accident, 

and the nest is plundered to pay damages. Despite the dysfunction and bickering, there is warmth and heart in this 

character-driven narrative. 

 

Redemption Road by John Hart  

A vengeful boy with a gun, a troubled cop tracking a serial killer, and a good cop recently freed from prison combine in 

an intoxicating brew of sexual chemistry, rapid-fire pace, and heart racing suspense. A skin-crawlingly terrifying page-

turner. 

 

Salt to the Sea by Ruta Sepetys  

In the final days of WWII, four young people try to reach safety aboard a ship of refugees, only to find there is a target 

on its hull. Despite enormous loss, this is an illuminating tale of love and hope. 

 

The Summer Before the War by Helen Simonson  

Just before WWI, a seaside town awaits its controversial first female Latin teacher. Headstrong and independent, 

Beatrice Nash fights for acceptance as the cataclysmic changes of the war upset the town’s complicated social structure. 

A leisurely and engaging comedy of manners. 

 

The Trespasser by Tana French  

In this compelling and suspenseful police procedural, Det. Antoinette Conway investigates the death of a young 

heartbreaker, but her work is being impeded by someone on the squad.  And the murder is more complex than a lovers’ 

quarrel gone wrong: Antoinette has seen the victim before.  

 

Truly Madly Guilty by Liane Moriarty  

Trouble begins at a backyard party, and months later, three families are struggling to cope with the consequences. The 

mysterious events of that afternoon are tantalizingly revealed in this compelling and engaging examination of Australian 

middle-class marriage, parenthood, and friendship.  

 

The Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead  

In this intense and lyrical re-telling of history, Cora escapes a brutal life on a Georgia plantation via a literal Underground 

Railroad, with tracks and locomotives. Pursued by a relentless slave-catcher, her northward journey is harrowing, but 

Cora is resilient and undeterred. 

 


